
Fall 2011 Honors Courses 
 
Honors Creative Arts & Cultures  
 
 
Honors English & Literature 
 
ENGL-H295-033 DANTE'S "BEAUTIFUL LIES" 
In his Convivio, the great Florentine poet Dante distinguishes between an allegory of the poets and one 
of the theologians: the former, he claims, hides truth underneath a “beautiful lie.”  This course will 
examine Dante’s philosophical, linguistic, political, and above all his poetic writings (his beautiful lies) 
from the perspective of medieval concepts of allegory.  Beginning with selections from Augustine’s De 
doctrina christiana, students will explore how medieval poets and theologians used allegory both to 
create imaginary worlds and to interpret reality.  Other readings will include Dino Compagni’s chronicle 
of medieval Florence, selections from Virgil’s Aeneid, Italian love poetry, and Dante’s Convivio, De 
vulgari eloquentia (on language), De monarchia (a work of political philosophy), Vita nuova (a collection 
of love poems), and his masterpiece, the Commedia (in its entirety).  This interdisciplinary course should 
appeal to students with interests in poetry, history, languages and linguistics, philosophy, theology, 
cosmology, optics, literary theory, hermeneutics, and art, to name but a few. 
 
ENGL-H295-034 ANCIENT EPIC  
This course examines a number of classical epics, including the Iliad, Odyssey, and Æneid, and the 
Carolingian Song of Roland. A great discovery of twentieth-century scholarship was the oral-formulaic 
composition of long narrative poems in primitive societies, whereby trained bards were able through a 
process of combined extemporization and memorization to create enormous verse narratives for public 
performance over a matter of days. The course is multicultural in two respects: geographical and 
chronological.  The settings of the epics stretch from the Tigris/Euphrates River Valley to southern 
Scandinavia; the times go from the Third Millennium B.C.E., to possibly as late as the twelfth century 
C.E. Although  the epic works enshrined in college curricula are distinctively masculinist in focus--men 
fighting, men ruling, men voyaging, men enjoying close friendships--these poems have sufficient scope 
for strong female characters, mortal or divine. 
 
 
Honors First-Year Seminar 
 
Honors History 
 
 
HIST-H295-033 ISLAM IN CHINA, CHINA IN ISLAM 
China and Islam are both important but extremely difficult-to-define entities. In an effort to better 
understand the natures of both China and Islam, this course examines the expressions of Islam among 
Chinese Muslims of various ethnicities, and then looks at the notion of China as it appears in the wider 
Islamic world. Students will gain a basic familiarity with these two extremely influential cultures, but 
they will do so from a marginal perspective that undermines common misconceptions. 
 



Honors Mathematics 

 
MATH-H295-033 VISUAL & HIST PERSPECT ON MATH 
This course presents important mathematical developments from a cultural, historical, and scientific 
perspective. The course material is taken from important topics such as number theory, logic, analysis, 
probability theory, and other topics of the instructor's choice. 
 
MATH-H295-034 HONORS CALCULUS  
This is a beginning course in the calculus of one variable and analytic geometry. The concept of limits 
and their use in differential and integral calculus, max and min values of functions, and solving for areas 
and volumes are treated. 
 
Honors Natural Science 
 
CHEM-H295-033 CHEMISTRY AND ART  
An advanced Honors lecture course designed for non-science majors. This course represents an 
integration of materials concerning both Fine arts and Chemistry. It discusses the synergistic relationship 
between the development of chemical processes and their effects on the methods of artistic production. 
In pursuit of this goal this course attempts to integrate the Chemical principles of matter and energy 
with the techniques and experiences of Art. The course is structured on a series of instructor lectures, 
demonstrations, and student presentations and projects. A few of the topics to be discussed include the 
history of the interaction of Art and Chemistry from ancient times to the present, the basic chemistry of 
materials and techniques used in the development of pieces of art (i.e. sculpture, painting, ceramics, 
etc.), the importance of instrumentation in the restoration and the authentication of pieces of art as 
well as investigations pertinent to the importance of art as an expression of the times. 
 
 
Honors Philosophy 
 
PHIL-H295-033 FREEDOM & THE SELF - THEMES IN EXISTENTIALISM 
 
 
Honors Religious Studies 
 
RELS-H295-033 MAKING RELIGION INTO ART 
 
 
Honors Social Science 
 
CMMN-H295-033 COURTROOM CARNIVAL - TALES OF NEW ORLEANS COURTROOMS 
This course focuses on cases involving 10 colorful, prominent litigants in New Orleans courtrooms. The 
Louisiana civil law tradition and political customs result in a unique approach described as “The 
Louisiana Way.” The course may count toward the New Orleans Studies minor. 
 
POLS-H295-033 AMER POL PARTY DEVELOPMENT  
In this seminar we will examine the development and changing roles of political parties in American 
democracy.  Beginning with early conflicts between the Federalists and Anti-Federalists over the shape 



of the new nation and government under the Constitution and continuing through today’s red and blue 
polarization between the Republicans and Democrats, and exploring the political party activity in the 
electorate and in our government, we will question whether political parties are beneficial or harmful to 
citizens in a democracy. 
 
 
Honors Senior Project 
 
HONS-H491-033 HONORS THESIS  
(Seniors should enroll in this course or major-level departmental thesis credit) 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


